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SUMMARY

Weak interfacial activity and poor wettability between fiber and matrix are
known to be the two main factors that restrict the mechanical properties of car-
bon fiber-reinforced composites (CFRCs). Herein, inspired by high strength and
toughness characteristics of wing feathers of Black Kite (Milvus migrans), natural
hook-groove microstructure system (HGMS) and underlying mechanical inter-
locking mechanism were carefully investigated. Biomimetic HGMS based on
dopamine-functionalized carbon fibers and ZnO nanorods were constructed suc-
cessfully by a two-step modification method to enhance interfacial adhesion.
Further, CFRCs featured with biomimetic HGMS were prepared by a vacuum-as-
sisted contact molding method. Experimental results confirmed that flexural
strength and interlaminar shear strength of the bioinspired CFRCs were effec-
tively improved by 40.02 and 101.63%, respectively. The proposed bioinspired
design strategy was proved to be flexible and effective and it was anticipated
to provide a promising design approach and facile fabrication method for desir-
able CFRCs with excellent mechanical properties.

INTRODUCTION

As typical high mechanical performance carbon fiber-reinforced composites (CFRCs), carbon fibers (CFs)/

epoxy (EP) composites featured with light weight, strong toughness, and high stiffness have been widely

used in aerospace, rail transit, engineering machinery, and many other engineering fields (Lin et al.,

2019; Eyckens et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020a; Hung et al., 2018). Interface behavior between

fibers and matrix is a key factor to form stable and reliable composites. To maximize the strength of CFs/EP

composites, it is necessary to realize the stress transfer from polymer matrix to CFs (Hu et al., 2020; Fu et al.,

2020; Abidin et al., 2019). Generally, raw CFs without surface treatment are smooth and chemically inert,

resulting in poor interfacial adhesion between carbon fiber surface and polymer matrix. It makes the inter-

facial bonding strength of the final composite very low (Cheng et al., 2018a, 2018b; Nasser et al., 2019). In

particular, these raw fibers could be easily peeled off or pulled out from polymer matrix under load, which

seriously affects the load transfer from matrix to fiber and thereby impairs mechanical properties of the

composites (Mittal et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2016). Therefore, relatively poor interfacial property

is still an open challenge to achieve satisfactory CFRCs with high mechanical properties (Wu et al., 2018,

2021; Zhang et al., 2020a; Beggs et al., 2015; Jia et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2019; Zhan

et al., 2021; Garlof et al., 2016, 2017).

To solve weak interfacial adhesion of existing CFRCs, various approaches for surface modification of CFs

were extensively investigated (Prakash and Rajadurai, 2017; He et al., 2021; Dai et al., 2011; Andideh and

Esfandeh, 2016; Wang et al., 2019; Chukov et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020; Sepe et al., 2018; Nie et al.,

2017; Hu et al., 2018; Huan et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020b; Fu et al., 2019). The main pur-

pose of these strategies is to improve the interfacial bonding strength between fibers and the matrix by

providing more physical contact for mechanical interlocking, thereby creating rich active groups or

good wettability for chemical bonding (Karnati et al., 2020; Raphael et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2014).

Many methods for surface modification of CFs were proved to be effective, including sizing, coating

(Sepe et al., 2018; Nie et al., 2017; Su et al., 2021; Acar et al., 2020), chemical grafting (Cheng et al.,

2018a, 2018b; Nasser et al., 2019; Banerjee et al., 2021; Krushnamurty et al., 2016; Jia et al., 2021), oxidation
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treatment (Prakash and Rajadurai, 2017; Dai et al., 2011; Andideh and Esfandeh, 2016; Wang et al., 2019;

Chukov et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020), adding nanoparticles (Lau et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2021; Liu et al.,

2021; Kurtulus et al., 2021), etc. Unfortunately, strong acid or toxic polar organic reagent treatments are

easy to cause defects on the fragile surface of CFs, sacrificing the inherent tensile strength of the CFs in

some degree. Besides, other modification methods, such as plasma treatment, high-energy radiation,

electrophoretic deposition, and electrochemical methods, are usually high-cost and low-efficiency, which

are easy to cause chemical pollution and difficult to achieve large-scale preparation (Cheng et al., 2018b;

Zhu et al., 2017). Therefore, to reduce damage to the inherent mechanical properties of fibers caused by

chemical treatment, it is necessary to explore a facile method for fibermodification to improve the interface

conditions of CFRCs, thereby enhancing their mechanical performance.

Nature is a huge storage of diversified biological materials that provides many near-perfect structural tem-

plates for novel design of high performance biomimetic composites (McCoy et al., 2018; Zhao and Fan,

2019; Zhang et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Song et al., 2021; Jiao et al., 2020; Han et al., 2017; Niu

et al., 2016). Owing to orderly hierarchical structures and rich interface interactions, many natural biological

materials including pearl, bones, and lobster cuticle can exhibit excellent mechanical properties featured

with high strength and toughness (Peng and Cheng, 2017; Peng et al., 2020; Meyers et al., 2013; Zhang

et al., 2020c). Particularly, for birds in flight, in spite of the complex aerodynamic load, structural damage

like fracture won’t appear in their wing feathers which could benefit from the interlocking structure between

microscale hook and groove (Kovalev et al., 2014; Sullivan et al., 2017a). Plenty of barbs form the entire wing

feather through the uniform arrangement of barbules on both sides of the barb. It was found that adjacent

barbules are not simply smooth contact, but they are also connected with each other through hook-like and

groove-like microstructures on the barbules to form a mechanical interlocking system. The hook-groove

microstructure system (HGMS) makes the load transfer to barbs thus ensuring the whole mechanical

strength of the entire feather vane. Moreover, the elongation rate between adjacent barbs can reach

270% before separation and the separation force can remain at more than 80% of the initial value even after

1000 times of separation-repair circles (Sullivan et al., 2017b). Considering the unique hook-groove inter-

locking mechanism between adjacent wing feathers, it provides a strong clue to apply this for improving

comprehensive mechanical properties of CFRCs.

Herein, inspired by high strength and toughness characteristics of wing feathers of Black Kite (Milvus mi-

grans), the natural interlocking structure system was mimicked with a two-step modification method

involving functionalization of CFs surface and hydrothermal growth of ZnO NRs. The modification method

in this work was to be confirmed effective through the significantly improved mechanical properties of

CFRCs. Firstly, the surface of original CFs was coated with a poly dopamine (PDA) layer to offer affluent

active functional groups. To enhance interface strength by establishing a close mechanical linkage be-

tween fiber and resin, dense ZnO NRs grew well on the fiber surface by a hydrothermal method. Surface

morphology and chemical composition of the modified CFs were carefully characterized. To examine me-

chanical properties of the fabricated bioinspired CFRCs, composite samples were fabricated by a vacuum-

assisted contact molding (VACM) method. Then, combined with the fracture morphology, failure modes of

CFRCs were deeply investigated. More importantly, the underlying mechanical enhancement mechanism

of the bioinspired CFRCs based on HGMS was proposed and discussed.

RESULTS

Characterization and interlocking mechanism of natural HGMS

As a large raptor with body length of 54-69 cm, Black Kite (M. migrans) feeds mainly on birds, mice, rabbits,

and other small animals (Figure 1A). It possesses excellent flying ability because of its strong wings covered

with massive feathers, which enable it to find prey by hovering at high altitudes in the air. Here, wing

feathers of Black Kite were selected as the biological prototype. At the macroscale, a feather basically con-

sists of a central rachis and barbs orderly distributed on both sides, forming the feather vane with curved

surface (Figure 1B). Similarly, it was found that fine barbules grow on both side of barbs, thereby forming

typical hierarchical structures within the feather vane, which was fully confirmed by scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM) imaging from different views (Figures 1C–1F and S1A–S1D). More interestingly, adjacent

barbs were tightly connected through an interlocking microstructure system formed by barbules from

two different barbs (Figures 1C, 1D, S1A and S1B). In detail, on the distal side of the barb, hook-like struc-

tures were found in the barbules (Figures 1E and S1C), whereas on the proximal side, groove-like structures

were found existing in the barbules (Figures 1F and S1D). To clearly illustrate the interlocking mechanism, a
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group of 3D visible structure models of the natural HGMS were built up (Figures 1G–1I). The position rela-

tionship in stereoscopic space of two adjacent barbs with highly ordered barbules was identified (Fig-

ure 1G). Here, these barbules can be divided into two types by their unique morphology, namely, regularly

independent hook with cambered end (Figure 1H) andmonolithic groove with curly edge (Figure 1I). It indi-

cated that two adjacent barbs are actually parallel with a naturally optimized distance, which makes it

possible for neighboring barbules to interlock with each other. Thus, the natural HGMS in barbs is able

to hold neighboring feathers together tightly to form compact feather vanes. More importantly, the natural

HGMS significantly enhanced mechanical performance of feather vanes by novel interlocking mechanism

to effectively tickle complex external load.

To experimentally reveal the underlying work mechanism of the natural HGMS for interfacial mechanical

enhancement of feather vanes, an intuitive tear resistance test of the natural HGMS was performed (Video

S1 Separation process of adjacent barbs viewed from ventral side. Related to Figure 1 and Video S2 Sep-

aration process of adjacent barbs viewed from dorsal side. Related to Figure 1). According to the connec-

tion status, the work process of the natural HGMS can be divided into six different connection states

(Figures 1J and S1G). For the initial state, barbs are arranged in order and connected with each other

tightly, presenting a compact feather vane (Figures 1Ja and S1Ga). When external force (F) in opposite di-

rections was applied on two selected adjacent barbs, the natural HGMS started to demonstratemechanical

resistance to separation (Figures 1Jb and S1Gb). With F increasing, the adjacent barbs were gradually

separated through unhooking connection between hook and groove. Meanwhile, the gap between the

adjacent barbs was prolonged along the connecting line (Figures 1Jc and S1Gc). Then, the adjacent barbs

were separated totally with the complete unhooking of the whole natural HGMS (Figures 1Jd and S1Gd).

Surprisingly, when Fwas orientationally applied along the axial direction of the separated barbs, themicro-

scale hooks and grooves can reconnect with each other smoothly (Figures 1Je and S1Ge). Finally, when the

gap between adjacent barbs closed, the natural HGMS recovered to the initial state (Figures 1Jf and S1Gf).

Besides, composition characterization and analysis of the natural HGMS from original feather vanes was

carefully performed by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR). As a typical cuticularized derivant of epidermal cells of birds, feather vanes with the natural HGMS

were inferred to mainly consist of organic matter. As expected, general chemical elements including C

(57.10 wt %), O (21.76 wt %), N (14.86 wt %), and S (4.66 wt %) from organic compounds and thimbleful metal

element Ca (0.93 wt %) were identified quantitatively (Figure S1E). Further, the existence of functional

groups like -SH, -CH2-, -NH2, and -COOH from cystine (C3H7NO2S) in keratin, the major protein of original

feather vanes, were confirmed (Priemel et al., 2021; Lichtenegger et al., 2002). It indirectly validated that

both the simple chemical composition and the delicate HGMS dominated the excellent mechanical perfor-

mance of feather vanes (Figure S1F).

To fully take advantage of the unique HGMS, a bioinspired design strategy based on the mechanical inter-

locking mechanism was proposed to enhance interlayer interfacial adhesion of CFRCs (Figure 1K). Here, to

realize the similarity on both morphology and function, modified CFs with ZnO nanorods (NRs) and ther-

moset EP were selected to mimic ‘‘hook’’ and ‘‘groove,’’ respectively, which was anticipated to enhance

the interfacial strength between CFs and EP. It was hypothesized that the ZnO NRs with rich superficial

area can significantly increase the contact area with EP to realize interfacial adhesion enhancement via in-

terlocking effect between CFs and EP. Finally, the CFRCs were laminated using the modified CFs with EP.

Through the proposed bioinspired design strategy, CFRCs with high mechanical performance were ex-

pected to be obtained.

Figure 1. HGMS and mechanical interlocking mechanism in flight feather of Black Kite (Milvus migrans)

(A) A schematic of Black Kite (Milvus migrans) in flight.

(B) Rachis and vane (barbs and barbules) of a single wing feather. Red and yellow arrows indicate the distal region and proximal region, respectively.

(C) Interlocking structure between microscale hook and groove. Hook and groove are on the distal and proximal side of the barb barbules respectively.

Barbules from neighboring barbs interlock with each other.

(D) Mechanical interlocking structure consists of hook and groove.

(E and F) Microscale hook structures and single groove structure.

(G–I) Model of adjacent barbs, hook structures, and single groove.

(J) Process of the adjacent barbs separated and viewed from the ventral side.

(K) Proposed bioinspired design strategy to enhance interlayer interfacial adhesion of CFRCs, in which modified CFs with ZnO NRs and thermoset EP were

selected to mimic "hook and "groove", respectively.
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Preparation, characterization, and analysis of biomimetic HGMS

In terms of morphological and functional similarities of natural HGMS and biomimetic HGMS for interfacial

adhesion, raw CFs from a commercial carbon fabric were firstly obtained to construct the hook-like struc-

ture by a mild two-step modified method including modification of raw CFs with polydopamine (PDA)

(Figure 2A) and ZnO-PDA-CFs preparation using hydrothermal method (Figure 2B). PDA can be easily

deposited on most surfaces in a mild aqueous solution and is widely used as a green surface modifier.

For the first functionalization of raw CFs, dopamine was oxidized by sodium periodate (NaIO4) at pH =

8.5. Then, a self-polymerized thin layer with deposited PDA nanoparticles (NPs) was coated on raw CFs

to form PDA-CFs. It was found that it generally takes 24 h for the dopamine solution to change from light

brown to black after the polymerization, whereas the dopamine solution with the addition of NaIO4

instantly changes to deep red instantly to complete the polymerization (Figure S2). It indicated that sodium

periodate as a strong oxidant significantly shortened the time of dopamine self-polymerization and accel-

erated the deposition of PDA NPs on the surface of raw CFs. For the second functionalization based on

PDA-CFs, ZnO NRs were grown on fiber surface via hydrothermal method (Figure 2B). This step aimed

to morphologically and functionally mimic the natural HGMS to further realize the enhancement of inter-

facial adhesion between CFs and EP. It should be noted that two stages were involved in this step, namely

ZnO seed attachment and ZnO NRs growth. For ZnO seed attachment, PDA-CFs were firstly soaked into

ZnO seed solution (65 �C, NaOH, Zn(CH3COO)2$2H2O and EtOH mixture). then annealed 10 min at 150
�C for 3 times. For ZnO NRs growth, ZnO NRs grew on the seed attachment sites on the surface of the

obtained PDA-CFs in growth solution (Zn(NO3)2$6H2O and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) mixture) at

90 �C for 4 h. During the whole step, zinc ions (Zn2+) formed coordination bonds with oxygen-containing

functional groups; finally, ZnO NRs were obtained to form ZnO-PDA-CFs. The two-step modification pro-

cess was also summarized through simplified schematics for a better understanding of the preliminary con-

struction of biomimetic HGMS (Figure 2C).

Simultaneously, the surface morphology of carbon fabric and individual CF with different treatments was

fully characterized by using a stereoscopic microscope under different magnifications (Figures 2D–2I

and S3A–S3C). The surface of raw carbon fabric manufactured by plain wave technique was black and shiny

(Figures 2D, 2E and S3A), whereas the surface of PDA-CFs was a bit brown (Figures 2F, 2G and S3B). There

were some white grains on the surface of ZnO-PDA-CFs (Figures 2H, 2I and S3C), which were synthesized

and later grew during the abovementioned hydrothermal process. To further evaluate the surface modifi-

cation of CFs, surfacemorphology and chemical composite of individual CF were characterized using scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM) in detail.

The surfacemorphology of different CFs was well represented by the simplifiedmodels (Figures 3A, 3D and

3G). It was found that the surface of raw CFs was very clean with smooth microscale grooves along the lon-

gitudinal direction of the fiber (Figures 3B and 3C). Obviously, it is difficult for the original smooth surface to

form strong mechanical locking with a resin matrix. In contrast, the surface of PDA-CFs was covered by a

rough polymer film and the PDA NPs were uniformly deposited on the fiber surface (Figures 3E and 3F).

Dense and uniform ZnO NRs were arranged vertically on the surface of ZnO-PDA-CFs (Figures 3H and

3I). In detail, the prepared ZnO NRs have good uniformity, which makes it possible to statistically analyze

the diameter and length of ZnO NRs. The diameter and length of ZnO NRs in the randomly selected

ZnO-PDA-CFs were measured at multiple locations (Figures S4A and S4B). The statistical results indicated

the diameters of most the counted ZnO NRs to be 0.26–0.32 mm and the lengths were 1.1–1.5 mm

(Figures S4C and S4D).

To further verify the successful growth of ZnONRs on the PDA-CFs, chemical composition and element dis-

tribution on the surface of as-prepared ZnO-PDA-CFs were quantitatively and qualitatively characterized

Figure 2. Schematics of the proposed two-step modification method and surface morphologies of the obtained modified CFs including PDA-CFs

and ZnO-PDA-CFs

(A) PDA functionalization process. NaIO4 accelerated the deposition of PDA at pH = 8.5.

(B) ZnONRs growth via hydrothermal method. The whole process was divided into Zn2+ attachment on the surface of PDA-CFs in seed solution and ZnONRs

growth in hydrothermal synthesis reactor.

(C) Process diagram of chemical modification based on raw CFs. The surface of the raw CFs was functionalized by PDA and ZnO NRs were prepared by

hydrothermal method to increase the surface roughness of the fibers.

(D–I) Optical images of raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs at different magnifications. The surface color of raw CFs changed from bright to brown after

PDA modification and crystallization can be found on fiber surface after ZnO NRs growth.
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by EDS (Figures 3J–3M). The main elements including carbon (C), zinc (Zn), and oxygen (O) were found to

be distributed uniformly (Figures 3J–3L). The element proportion of C, Zn, and O was 50.76 wt %, 31.90

wt %, and 17.33 wt %, respectively (Figure 3M). It provided the preliminary evidence that dense ZnO

NRs successfully grew on the surface of the PDA-CFs. Then, FTIR spectra of the three kinds of samples

with premodification and post-modification were obtained (Figure 3N). For raw CFs, characteristic peak

at 1610 cm�1 was found, which belonged to aromatic C-C stretching vibration. N-H shearing vibration

peak appeared at 1480 cm�1-1560 cm�1 in PDA-CFs and ZnO-PDA-CFs. The peak at 1589 cm�1 can be

attributed to the stretching vibration of benzene ring in PDA-CFs, which moved to 1635 cm�1 after the

growth of ZnO NRs. The shift of these peaks also indicated that the coordination between Zn2+ and

Figure 3. Morphological characteristics and chemical composite analysis of raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs

(A–C) Individual raw CF and SEM images of raw CFs under low and high magnifications, respectively. The raw CFs surface was clean and smooth microscale

grooves can be seen (blue square).

(D–F) Individual PDA-functionalized CF and SEM images of PDA-CFs under low and highmagnifications, respectively. Uniformly PDANPs can be seen on the

fiber surface (red square).

(G–I) Individual PDA-CF covered by ZnO NRs and SEM images of ZnO-PDA-CFs under low and high magnifications, respectively. Dense ZnO NRs were

distributed orderly on the surface of PDA-CFs (inset in I).

(J–L) Main element distribution of the prepared ZnO-PDA-CFs. Zn and O distributed throughout the fiber surface evenly.

(M) Element proportion of C, Zn, and O from ZnO-PDA-CFs. The element proportion of C, Zn, and O was 50.76 wt %, 31.90 wt %, and 17.33 wt %.

(N) FTIR spectra of raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs demonstrating clear peak changes.

(O) XRD spectra of raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs for peak comparison. Typical diffraction peaks of hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO can be found

in the ZnO-PDA-CFs.
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PDA took place. Both samples had a broad peak near 3400 cm�1, which was caused by the stretching

vibrations of functional groups like -NH2, -NH-, and -OH in PDA. In addition, when compared to PDA-CFs,

peak shifts can be found in ZnO-PDA-CFs. The reason could be that catechol groups in PDA as ligands co-

ordinate with transition metal ion Zn2+ to form metal-ligand complexation, which can make ZnO seeds

bond with PDA-CFs closely (Wang et al., 2018; Song et al., 2017). It also endowed ZnO NRs a good inter-

facial bond with PDA-CFs. In addition, XRD spectra (Figure 3O) showed that there were two peaks at 26 and

42� of the raw CFs and PDA-CFs, which belonged to C (002) and C (10). In contrast, many new diffraction

peaks appeared in the ZnO-PDA-CFs, which were at 31.6� (100), 34.3� (002), 36.5� (101), 47.5� (102), 56.5�

(110), 62.4� (103), 66.1� (200), and 68.5� (112). All these diffraction peaks were in line with the hexagonal

wurtzite structure of ZnO. It indicated that the ZnO NRs were obtained on the surface of PDA-CFs as

expected.

Laminate fabrication and mechanical performance of the bioinspired CFRCs

For CFRCs in the form of laminate, strong interface adhesion between reinforcement phase fibers and resin

matrix is the key to realize the load transfer from the surface to the fibers, which determines the mechanical

properties of the CFRCs. To verify the mechanical enhancement of the bioinspired CFRCs, the laminate

samples were fabricated with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs using a VACM method including uni-

form EP coating and vacuum molding (Figure 4A). For the laminate samples of bioinspired CFRCs, com-

mercial CF fabrics were modified with the proposed two-step modification method. Then, each modified

CF fabric was covered with EP evenly and placed layer by layer to obtain fiber preforms with specific layers.

Subsequently, a vacuum setup was applied to the fiber preforms to eliminate the remaining air bubbles and

enhance interlaminar adhesion between adjacent CF fabrics (Figure S5). Finally, the laminate samples of

bioinspired CFRCs were obtained successfully. Similarly, laminate samples of CFRCs with raw CFs and

PDA-CFs were also fabricated for the following comparative study to evaluate their mechanical perfor-

mance through standard tensile, bending, and interlamellar shear tests (Figures 4B, 4E, 4H and S7A–

S7C). Further, to quantitatively describe the component proportion of above prepared CFRCs, content

measurement of CF fabrics with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs were conducted. According to

the experimental result, it indicated the weights of CF fabrics (five pieces, 2.5 3 2.5 cm) with raw CFs,

PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs were 710.6 G 0.7 mg, 727.7 G 1.2 mg, and 743.2 G 1.6 mg, respectively.

The weight increased gradually from CFs to PDA-CFs then to ZnO-PDA-CFs because of the addition of

PDA (1.14 wt %) and ZnO NRs (1.05 wt %). Finally, the bioinspired CFRCs with five-layer ZnO-PDA-CFs

were prepared to weigh. After simple calculation, the composition proportion of the prepared bioinspired

CFRCs is as follows: CFs (47.96 wt %), EP (49.85 wt %), ZnO (1.14 wt %), and PDA (1.05 wt %) (Figure S6).

During mechanical tests, at least five groups of valid data were collected for each kind of laminate sample

to calculate their strength values. To reflect every real test result, all the five curves of each kind of sample

were plotted with the same color (Figures 4C, 4F, and 4I). Load-displacement curves of three groups of

laminate samples were obtained under tensile test (Figure 4C). By a simple calculation, the tensile

strengths of laminate samples prepared with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs can reach up to about

562.25, 577.40, and 591.20 MPa, respectively (Figure 4D). Compared to the laminate samples with raw CFs,

the tensile strength of the laminate samples with PDA-CFs and ZnO-PDA-CFs increased by 2.69 and 5.15%,

respectively. In addition, the tensile modulus of the three groups of laminate samples also had little differ-

ence (about 34.18, 35.00 and 34.70 GPa). The reason could be that tensile strength of the laminate samples

mainly depend on the axial fracture strength of the CFs rather than the interface strength between the fi-

bers and the resin matrix. However, the flexural strength and modulus of laminate samples with raw CFs

were about 396.43 MPa and 50.23 GPa, respectively (Figures 4F and 4G). After modification with PDA,

the flexural strength and modulus of laminate samples with PDA-CFs increased to about 455.13 MPa

and 52.66 GPa, respectively. Namely, the flexural strength and modulus of the modified laminate samples

can increase by 14.81 and 4.84%, respectively. More surprisingly, the flexural strength andmodulus of lami-

nate samples with ZnO-PDA-CFs can reach to about 555.07 MPa and 72.54 GPa, respectively, which were

40.02 and 44.42% higher than that of laminate samples with raw CFs. It provided clear evidence that two-

step modification was effective for the mechanical performance improvement of laminate CFRCs.

Further, to investigate the interface performance of the laminate CFRCs, interlaminar shear tests of three

kinds of laminate samples were carried out. The interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of laminate samples

with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs were about 18.97, 29.61, and 38.25 MPa, respectively

(Figures 4I and 4J). Meanwhile, the corresponding modulus of these samples was also obtained with
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Figure 4. Fabrication process of laminate samples of CFRCs and three standard mechanical tests

Data are represented as (mean G SE).

(A) Schematic of fabrication process of laminate samples for mechanical tests. Fabrication process of laminate samples can be divided into three steps: fiber

preform achievement, VACM, and mechanical cutting for laminate samples with standard sizes.

(B–D) Tensile test setup, load-displacement curves, and tensile strength and modulus. The tensile strength and modulus of the three groups of laminate

samples had little difference.

(E–G) Flexural test setup, load-displacement curves, and flexural strength and modulus. The flexural strength and modulus of laminate samples with ZnO-

PDA-CFs were 40.02 and 44.42% higher than that of laminate samples with raw CFs.

(H–J) Interlaminar shear test setup, load-displacement curves, and ILSS and shear modulus. The ILSS and shear modulus of laminate samples with ZnO-PDA-

CFs were 101.63 and 14.55% higher than that of laminate samples with raw CFs.
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the values of about 1.44, 4.09, and 1.65 GPa. Compared to original laminate samples, the ILSS and

modulus of the laminate samples with ZnO-PDA-CFs increased by 101.63 and 14.55%, respectively. In

this case, it can be concluded that the ILSS of the laminate CFRCs can be significantly improved by

the bioinspired design strategy through morphologically and functionally mimicking the natural

HGMS. On the one hand, it benefited from the intrinsic strong interface between reinforcement phase

fibers and resin matrix. On the other hand, the presence of ZnO NRs enhanced the mechanical connec-

tion between adjacent fabric layers.

Comparative analysis of mechanical enhancement mechanism

After abovementioned tensile, flexural, and interlaminar shearing tests, failure morphologies of these lami-

nate CFRCs were experimentally characterized. By comparative analysis of the failure modes of each sam-

ple, the underlying mechanism of mechanical enhancement performance of the biinspired CFRCs was re-

vealed deeply. Firstly, the macroscopic failure modes and positions of these laminate CFRCs after

mechanical tests were observed directly. For the tensile test, laminate samples fractured in the middle (Fig-

ure 5A), whereas for flexural test, samples were crushed in the stress point (Figure 5E). For interlaminar

shear test, distinct delamination occurred at the end of the pattern (Figure 5I). The microscale morphol-

ogies and more details of the fracture surface of laminate samples after mechanical tests were character-

ized. It was found that the main failure modes of these samples were fiber fracture. It showed that the

surface of the pull-out fibers was smooth and there almost no epoxy remained after tensile tests

(Figures 5B–5D and S8A–S8C). It proved that the tensile strength of the samples mainly depended on

the axial fracture strength of the fibers rather than the interface strength between the reinforcement phase

fibers and resin matrix. However, tensile tests did not verify the significant advantage of the bioinspired

design for interfacial mechanical enhancement. The reason could be that the axial fracture strength of fiber

was much higher than the interface strength between fibers and resin.

In contrast, the failure mode and microscale morphologies of fractured surfaces of these laminate samples

after flexural and interlaminar shear tests were also investigated. For laminate samples with raw CFs, abun-

dant fibers were pulled out from the resin matrix and the fracture surface was almost smooth without epoxy

remaining on the surface of pull-out CFs (inset in Figure 5F). However, for laminate samples with PDA-CFs,

a small amount of fibers were pulled out from the resin matrix with a little residue epoxy remaining on the

surface of the exposed PDA-CFs (inset in Figure 5G). Interestingly, there were nearly no scattered fibers and

a large amount of epoxy remained on the surface of ZnO-PDA-CFs. It was found that the failure mode of

laminate samples with raw CFs after flexural test was mainly delamination caused by debonding between

CFs and epoxy. There were many fibers pulled out from the epoxy and the fracture surface was almost

smooth without resin remaining (Figures 5F, 5J, S8D, and S8G). It indicated that the interface between

raw CFs and epoxy was relatively weak. Even if the laminate sample was damaged, the intrinsic excellent

mechanical properties of raw CFs were not fully performed. For laminate samples with PDA-CFs after flex-

ural and interlaminar shear tests, it can be observed from the fracture surface that the failure was alsomainly

caused by debonding between the CFs and resin. However, a small amount of CFs was pulled out from the

resin matrix with a little residue resin on the surface of the exposed CFs (Figures 5G, 5K, S8E, and S8H). The

reason could be that the PDA coating on the fiber surface introduced a large number of reactive oxygen,

which improved the surface activity of the CFs and enhancedmolecular bonding between the PDA-CFs and

resin. As a result, the interfacial adhesion was significantly improved. However, the enhancement of inter-

facial strength was limited because of the weak mechanical connection between the smooth PDA-CFs and

resin. In contrast, for laminate samples with ZnO-PDA-CFs, ZnONRs on the fiber surface can provide better

wettability and mechanical connection with the resin, which significantly increases the contact area

Figure 5. Failure modes after tensile, flexural, and interlaminar shear tests and mechanical enhancement analysis

(A, E, and I) Failure modes and positions after tensile, flexural, and interlaminar shear tests. Fractured zone in tensile failure was along the width (red line) and

appeared in themiddle of the laminate samples. Laminate samples with flexural failure were crushed in the stress point area (red dashed box) and an obvious

crease can be found there. Distinct delamination occurred at the end of the failure pattern for the laminate samples suffering from interlaminar shear failure.

(B–D) Microscalemorphologies of fractured surfaces of laminate samples with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs after tensile test. The surface of pull-out

fibers was smooth and there was almost no epoxy remaining.

(F–H) Microscale morphologies of fractured surfaces of laminate samples with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs after flexural test.

(J–L) Microscale morphologies of fractured surfaces of laminate samples with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs after interlaminar shear tests. The

microscale morphologies of fractured surfaces here were very similar with that after flexural tests.

(M) Failure mode of laminate samples after tensile test. The whole failure process can be divided into fiber-resin debonding and fiber axial fracture.

(N–P) Mechanical enhancement mechanism of laminate samples with raw CFs, PDA-CFs, and ZnO-PDA-CFs during flexural and interlaminar shear tests.
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between every individual fiber and resin. At the same time, the nanoscal-reinforced interface can effectively

enhance the stress transfer and alleviate stress concentration. Although part delamination was also caused

by debonding between the CFs and resin, the pull-out degree of the fibers was significantly reduced and

the main failure form was the fracture of the resin matrix. In addition, there were nearly no scattered fibers

and a large amount of epoxy resin remained on the surface of ZnO-PDA-CFs (Figures 5H, 5L, S8F, and S8I).

When the bioinspired CFRPs are loaded, the load can be transferred to the fibers through the strong inter-

face between the ZnO-PDA-CFs and the resinmatrix. It gives full play to themechanical strength of the CFs.

Interestingly, it is consistent with the work mechanism of natural HGMS that transfer load to barbs through

strong interfacial interaction to ensure the strength of the whole feather vane.

According to the above results, the mechanical enhancement mechanism analysis toward different lami-

nate samples after mechanical tests was summarized schematically (Figures 5M�5P). For tensile test, the

tensile strength of the laminate samples did not depend on the interface strength between the CFs and

the resin matrix but the axial fracture strength of the CFs. When tensile samples were fractured, debonding

between CFs and EP occurred firstly then internal CFs fractured (Figure 5M). For flexural and interlaminar

shear tests, because of the weak interface adhesion between CFs and EP, themain failure mode was delam-

ination caused by debonding between raw CFs and EP (Figure 5N). When the weak interface was damaged

by external load, the load cannot be transferred to the CFs effectively. At this time, the laminate samples

were structurally destroyed but the applied load was far less than the ideally required limit load for the fi-

bers or resin. In contrast, the PDA coating on the CFs introduced a large amount of reactive oxygen-con-

taining functional groups, so the interfacial adhesion was improved to some extent. When the external load

was applied to reach the fracture threshold, the stronger interface failure occurred with a little resin

remaining (Figure 5O). Although the tolerance load value at this time was higher, there was still a lack of

an effective mechanical connection between CFs and EP, which resulted in unstable interface strength.

In comparison, for the bioinspired laminate samples with ZnO-PDA-CFs, the fracture of resin and fibers

became the main failure modes. There was much resin on CFs when the resin fractured (Figure 5P).

It can be inferred that fiber modification contributed to the improved mechanical performance of the lami-

nate samples. Before modification, the laminate samples were delaminated because of the debonding be-

tween fibers and resin and there was almost no resin residue on the surface of the pull-out fibers. At this

time, the stress transfer ended at the weak interface. After modification, fibers or resin fracture occurred

in the modified laminate samples and a large amount of resin remained on the fiber surface. This was

because ZnO NRs enhanced the bonding strength between fiber and resin. When the laminates were

loaded, the stress was successfully transferred to the fiber through the strong interface. Briefly, the original

weak interface could lead to debonding failure between raw CFs and resin matrix, wheereas PDA-CFs can

enhance the interface strength to a certain degree. It was experimentally confirmed that nanostructured

ZnO as an interphase can endow fiber-matrix interface with improved mechanical performance through

a combination of mechanical interlocking and increased surface area (Nasser et al., 2020). Thus, it can

be reasonably inferred that the as-prepared ZnO-PDA-CFs with branching ZnO NRs can significantly in-

crease the contact area in the interface zone and improve resin wettability of the fibers. The two factors

work together to enhance the interfacial connection between the CFs and resin matrix thus improving

the global mechanical performance of the laminate samples.

Further, the active groups on the surface of the modified CFs and the epoxy groups in the resin could be

closely cross-linked through chemical bonds to provide stronger interfacial strength (Patterson et al., 2015).

To confirm the modification validity of ZnO NRs, a qualitative test of interface strength between CFs and

resin was performed (Figure S9A). The load-displacement curves of three different fibers were obtained

for strength comparison (Figure S9B). When compared to raw CFs and PDA-CFs, ZnO-PDA-CFs demon-

strated the strongest bond strength with a peak load of 22.52 G 3.15 N (Figure S9C). The peak load of

ZnO-PDA-CFs increased by 98.94 and 41.28% than that of raw CFs (11.32 G 1.39 N) and PDA-CFs

(15.94 G 1.07 N), respectively, which also provided additional evidence for the effectiveness of surface

modification with ZnONRs. Moreover, a resin infiltration capacity (RIC) test was also conducted to compare

fiber surface wettability (Figure S10A). The final RIC of raw CFs was 11.64 G 1.10 mg, whereas the RIC of

PDA-CFs increased by 24.57% and reached 14.50 G 0.52 mg. Similarly, when compared to PDA-CFs, the

RIC of ZnO-PDA-CFs was 17.54G 0.38 mg, which increased by 20.97% (Figures S10B and S10C). The results

indicated that the ZnO-PDA-CFs demonstrated much better epoxy wettability than both raw CFs and PDA-

CFs. Thus, it can be concluded that ZnO NRs improved the epoxy wettability properties of the CFs thus
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increased the mechanical connection between the CFs and resin, which allowed the ultimate laminate sam-

ples to bear a higher load until be destroyed.

DISCUSSION

In this study, the underlying microscale mechanical interlocking mechanism of natural HGMS in flight

feathers of Black Kite (M. migrans) was experimentally revealed. By a two-step modification method, the

surface of raw CFs was firstly functionalized by dopamine. Then, biomimetic HGMS was successfully con-

structed with ZnONRs grown on the surface of PDA-CFs by hydrothermal method to improve the interfacial

adhesion between the reinforced phase CFs and resin matrix. To investigate the influence of fiber modifi-

cation on mechanical properties of the CFRCs, three kinds of laminate samples were fabricated by a VACM

method including uniform EP coating and vacuum molding. The tensile strength, flexural strength, and

interlaminar shear strength of the different laminate samples were experimentally tested and compared.

The results showed that the flexural strength and ILSS of the bioinspired CFRCs increased by 40.02 and

101.63%, respectively. By comparing the fracture morphologies of the laminate samples, the interface

adhesion between the reinforced phase CFs and resin matrix was proved to be enhanced after modifica-

tion. The two-step modification method proposed in this work can effectively improve the interfacial adhe-

sion between reinforced phase CFs and resin matrix and enhance mechanical properties of original CFRCs.

Compared to many other conventional modification methods, such as coating, surface oxidation, nanofil-

ler, or grafting, the mechanical enhancement effect as well as other foreseeable advantages of the

proposed two-step modification method is considerable (Figure S11 and Table S1). It was anticipated to

provide a facile way for biomimetic fabrication of laminate CFRCs with superior mechanical properties

to promote the application of bioinspired composites in broad engineering fields.

Limitations of the study

Functional enhancement against morphological similarity between natural structures and biomimetic

structures was traded off, so the hook characteristic was not reflected very well in the ZnO-PDA-CFs. Sys-

tematicmechanicsmodeling was a considerable option for failure analysis, which could further enhance the

theoretical depth of this work. High mechanical performance bioinspired CFRCs in this work were fabri-

cated under limited laboratory conditions; however,the molding of its large-scale structural components

toward engineering application still needs to be further investigated.
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METHODS DETAILS

Materials

The feathers were purchased from Qiusheng Feather Workshop (China) and only feathers rather than a

vertebrate specimen were handled in this work. T300 CFs were purchased from Toray Ltd. (Japan). Surface

sizing agent and contaminants of T300 CFs were removed by soaking in acetone for 72 h to obatin raw CFs.

Epoxy resin (E-51) AB adhesives were supplied by Kunshan Eituo Composites Co., Ltd. (China). Acetone,

zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2$2H2O, 99.0%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 96.0%), ethanol (99.7%),

dopamine hydrochloride (98.0%), tris-(hydroxy-methyl) aminomethane (TRIS, 99.0%), sodium periodate

(AR, R99.5%), zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2$6H2O, 99.0%) and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA)

(C6H12N4, 99.0%) were purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (China) and

used without further purification.

PDA-CFs preparation

T300 CFs were completely immersed in acetone for 72 h at room temperature to remove the sizing agent

and pollutants on the surface, then raw CFs were obtained after cleaning and drying. Secondly, 1 g/L

aqueous solution of dopamine hydrochloride was prepared with a stable pH = 8.5 by adding tris buffer.

Thirdly, sodium periodate to dopamine hydrochloride with a molar ratio of 2:1 was added and stirred

violently. Raw CFs were completely immersed in the solution for 6 h (Li et al., 2020b; Samyn., 2020; Song

et al., 2017).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Epoxy resin (E-51) AB adhesives Kunshan Eituo Composites Co., Ltd., China N/A

Zn(CH3COO)2$2H2O, 99.0% Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China CAS: 5970-45-6

Dopamine hydrochloride, 98.0% Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China CAS: 51-61-6

TRIS, 99.0% Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China CAS: 77-86-1

Sodium periodate Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China CAS: 7790-28-5

Zn(NO3)2$6H2O, 99.0% Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China CAS: 10198-18-6

HMTA, 99.0% Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China CAS: 100-97-0

Biological samples

Feathers of Black Kite Qiusheng Feather Workshop, China https://m.tb.cn/h.fmqYLw0?tk=oK4s2f07bme

Other

T300 CFs Toray Ltd., Japan N/A
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ZnO-PDA-CFs preparation

To prepare ZnO seed solution, 12.5 mmol/L zinc acetate ethanol solution (solution A) and 20 mmol/L so-

dium hydroxide ethanol solution (solution B) were stirred at 65�C for 30 min respectively. Then, the mixed

solution (The volume ratio of solution A to solution B is 5:1) was continuously stirred for 30 min at 65�C
and kept at room temperature for 1 h after it was cooled by ice water bath. PDA-CFs were completely

immersed in the prepared ZnO seed solution for 15 min and the seed solution was stirred evenly to

ensure the uniform seed synthesis. Afterwards, the soaked PDA-CFs were annealed in air atmosphere

at 150�C for 10 min for three times. ZnO growth solution was prepared by adding 7.4373 g zinc nitrate

hexahydrate and 3.5048 g HMTA to 500 mL deionized water. It was stirred evenly at room temperature

for 30 min to fully dissolve. PDA-CFs was completely soaked in the growth solution at 90�C in a closed

reactor for 4 h. Finally, they were cleaned by ultrasonic and placed in a vacuum drying oven at 100�C for

2 h to obtain ZnO-PDA-CFs.

Fabrication of bio-inspired laminate samples

Epoxy resin AB adhesive with the mass ratio of 3:1 was stirred evenly for 5 min to ensure the two com-

ponents were mixed. Make sure that the worktable was dry and clean to spray the release agent. After

the release agent was dried, carbon fiber fabrics were coated with epoxy resin and laid layer by layer.

Then, the surface of the carbon fiber fabrics were covered with perforated isolation film, adhesive felt

and vacuum bag film in turn. After sealing, the carbon fiber fabrics were vacuumized to a pressure of

0.1 MPa and cured at room temperature for more than 24 h. Finally, bio-inspired laminate samples

were obtained.

Characterization of original wing feather and modified CFs

Feather samples were pretreated before characterization. They were soaked in anhydrous ethanol and ul-

trasonically treated (220 V, 40 Hz, 25�C) for 5 min to remove surface stains. After dried at 80�C for 2 h, a thin

layer of Au NPs was coated on the surface of feather specimen using ion sputtering apparatus (Q150RS).

With the help of a stereoscopic microscope (VHX-S650E) and SEM (JSM-6700F, JEOL), the morphologies

and dimensions of the feathers and the fracture morphologies of bio-inspired composites were character-

ized under different magnifications. The element distribution maps of the modified CFs were obtained us-

ing an EDS (Oxford X-MaxN 150). FTIR (IRAffinity-1S-WL) was used to performed chemical analysis. The

samples were mashed into powder and compressed into KBr (A.R.) flakes. In order to measure the crystal

structure on the surface of raw CFs and modified CFs, XRD (Smartlab Sex-Ray generator 3 kW closed tube)

with the range of 10�–80�(2q) was used for measurement.

Content measurement of PDA, ZnO, EP and CFs in CFRCs

To evaluate the composition proportion of the prepared CFRCs, firstly, each single layer of fabrics with raw

CFs, PDA-CFs and ZnO-PDA-CFs was respectively cut into pieces with the size of 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm. Then,

every five pieces of above single layer was weighed to obtain their weight within specific area

(2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm).

Mechanical test of bio-inspired CFRCs

With the help of electrohydraulic universal testing machine (MTS 810), tensile, flexural and interlaminar

shear properties were tested (loading rate and sample size were in accordance with the PRC National

Testing Standards GB/T 3354-2014, GB/T 3356-2014 and GB/T 30969-2014). All characterization and me-

chanical tests were performed at room temperature (25�C) and standard humidity (50%-70%). For each

kind of mechanical tests, five laminate samples were used respectively. Calculation method of mechanical

tests, results statistics and test conditions were introduced as follows:

Tensile test

Loading rate was 2 mm/min. For thin strip style, the clamping end was used to clamp and load with friction

force. Uniform tension field was formed in the style working section, and tensile properties were tested.

Tensile strength was calculated by:

st =
Pmax

uh
(Equation 1)

st —— Tensile strength, (MPa);
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Pmax —— Maximum load before failure, (N);

u —— Width of the sample, (mm);

h —— Thickness of the sample, (mm).

Tensile modulus was calculated by:

Et =
DPl

uhDl
(Equation 2)

Et —— Tensile modulus, (MPa);

l —— The sample length of the working section, (mm);

DP —— Load increment, (N);

Dl —— The deformation increment corresponding to DP.

The length of the sample should bemore than 25 cm, the widthuwas 25G 0.1 mm, and the thickness hwas

2-4 mm.

Flexural test

Loading rate was 2 mm/min. For straight strip samples, three-point bending method was used to apply

load, and the bending stress distribution field was applied in the middle of the sample to test the pattern

bending performance. Flexural strength was calculated by:

sf =
3PmaxL

2uh2
(Equation 3)

sf —— Flexural strength, (MPa);

Pmax —— Maximum load before failure, (N);

L —— Span, (mm);

u —— Width of the sample, (mm);

h —— Thickness of the sample, (mm).

Flexural modulus was calculated by:

Ef =
Ds

Dε
(Equation 4)

Ef —— Flexural modulus, (MPa);

Ds —— The difference of bending stresses between two selected strain points, (MPa);

Dε —— The difference of bending strains between two selected strain points (mm/mm).

The length of the sample should bemore than (L+20) mm, the widthuwas 25G 0.1 mm, and the thickness h

was 2-4 mm, L was 32 times the thickness size.

Interlaminar shear test

For straight strip samples, the shear strength of short beam was obtained by using three-point bending

method with small span to thickness ratio. ILSS was calculated by:

tsbs =
3Pmax

4uh
(Equation 5)

tsbs —— ILSS, (MPa);

Pmax —— Maximum load before failure, (N);

u —— Width of the sample, (mm);

h —— Thickness of the sample, (mm).
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Generally, according to the experience, interlaminar shear modulus was calculated by:

Esbs = 0:425Ef (Equation 6)

Esbs —— Interlaminar shear modulus, (MPa);

Ef —— Flexural modulus of short beam under three points bending, (MPa).

The length of the sample should be more than (5h+10) mm, the thickness h was 2-6 mm, and the width was

2-3 times the thickness size.

Qualitative test of interface strength

First, a bundle of raw CFs, PDA-CFs and ZnO-PDA-CFs with equal length were taken, respectively. One end

of these bundles were soaked in the epoxy resin by 3 mm. After curing, both ends of the fibers were tight-

ened and a load was applied uniformly to pull the fiber bundle out of the resin. At least five bundles of each

sample were used for interface strength test, respectively.

Fiber surface wettability test

Firstly, the raw CFs and modified CFs (PDA-CFs and ZnO-PDA-CFs) were filled into a straw with a diameter

of about 3 mm. The length of fibers exposed from the straw was about 3 mm. The straw was suspended

vertically from the support bar and the entire test rack was placed on the analytical balance. Then, the

end of the straw was dipped into the epoxy vertically while the mass change shown by the analytical bal-

ance was recorded. In the process of resin infiltration, the mass of the fibers will gradually increase until

reached a stable value. The data was recorded every second until the mass change was no longer notice-

able. At least five bundles of each sample were used for fiber surface wettability test, respectively.
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